Working from Home
with itrezzo and
CiraSync

With more employees working from home, synced, current shared contacts and
calendars on smartphones are needed more than ever. By guaranteeing accurate
up-to-date access to this information on smartphones, companies can ensure
employees may reach whomever they need and track important projects and
meetings even when they are not in the oﬃce.

The Global Address List
Synced to Smartphones
An important part of transitioning to a remote
workforce is ensuring that the company address
book is available to these employees on their
Outlook-enabled and smartphone devices.
The itrezzo and CiraSync solution are easy to use
and require minimal IT or HR intervention. Once set
up, these platforms will automatically sync to
employee smartphones and other Outlook-enabled
devices on a daily basis.

“With CiraSync, there is no need to

maintain tricky software. It was set

itrezzo and CiraSyc allow employees to connect to

up quickly and just worked

whomever they need at a moment’s notice,
prioritize incoming calls, and access important
company assets without needing to be in the oﬃce

perfectly from day one.”
Dawid P,

Senior Network Analyst, Illinois State Treasurer Office

or in contact with IT.

Shared Calendars on
Outlook-enabled devices
Schools have found out that teachers require
support from their smartphones and
Outlook-devices while working from home to
ensure their students meet their education goals.
Teachers require smartphone and Outlook access
to shared calendars to track important staﬀ
meetings, parent-teacher conferences, and online
lectures.
“itrezzo is among my all-time top
three software providers. Their

support is very professional, quick,
and capable.”

CiraSync and itrezzo support education by
automatically syncing shared calendars to
smartphones. This ensures that teachers will never
miss an important staﬀ meeting. Furthermore,

Current User,

these solutions allow teachers to coordinate with

IT Director

their students and their parents to ensure their
students meet education goals and benchmarks.

Syncing Salesforce
Contacts
Smartphones have become a valuable tool for sales
and sales support teams. However, many don’t
have real-time contact updates from Salesforce and
other CRMs.
As many companies transition to a remote
workforce, syncing Salesforce and CRM contacts to
employee smartphones and other Outlook enabled
devices has become a necessity.
“Every day, itrezzo syncs contacts of

itrezzo and CiraSync can automatically sync CRM

thousands of clients and suppliers

contacts from Salesforce directly to Outlook and on

to Outlook and smartphones of our

user smartphones. This allows employees to

sales team. The startup was

painless, and it has been working

contact relevant personnel and track and contact

flawlessly since.”

sales leads even though they are not in the oﬃce.
John T,

IT Director, Office Pavilion.
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